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The present paper is carried out with the objective of studying what shift-
in-structure is experienced especially in the operating performance (op)
after merger and acquisitions (m&as) by studying 39 selected acquiring
manufacturing firms in India. The firms, which had gone in to the m&as
process during the financial year 2006–2007 are only considered for the
study. Factor analysis, correlation matrix, multiple regression, and chow
test are applied to study the op of these firms in the pre-and post-merger
periods. The study reveals that the m&as process has significant (positive
improvement) effect on op of the acquiring manufacturing firms in India
after m&as over the study period.
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Introduction

Largely, corporate restructuring has been a resounding success, which has
led to remarkable improvement in corporate performance. Observers of
corporate restructuring believe that the gains are attributable to syner-
getic benefits, sharper forces, better corporate governance, enhancement
in managerial incentives and motivation, greater disciplining power of
debt, and elimination of cross subsidies. The present study has analyzed
operating performance (op) of manufacturing firms in India in pre-and
post-merger period under seven dimensions, i. e. gross earnings (ge), liq-
uidity (l), financial risk (fr), cost of utilization (cu), turnover (t), growth
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(g), and operating leverage (ol). The existing literature in the area of re-
search prove differing results, for instance, a sick firm is taken over by a
good performer andmakes serious attempts to enhance the op, it is pos-
sible to turn it around successfully (Sankar and Rao 1998). The acquiring
firms performed better than the industry average in terms of profitability
(Pawaskar 2001). The long-term op following m&as in Japanese firms
was positive but insignificant, and there was a high correlation between
pre-and post-merger performance (Kruse et al. 2003). The merged firms
reacted positively to the merger announcement, and only a few finan-
cial variables influenced the share price of the merged firms (Vanitha and
Selvam 2007). There was a significant shift (change) in the output (share-
holders’ wealth) due to the merger during the post-merger period, which
supports a good, significant positive impact of m&as on the sharehold-
ers’ wealth of manufacturing firms of food industry in India (Azhagaiah
and Sathishkumar 2012a).With this background, the present paper is car-
ried out with the objective of analyzing what shift-in-structure is expe-
rienced in the op of the acquiring manufacturing firms after m&as, in
India.

Review of Literature
Levine and Aaronovitch (1981) concluded that there was no evidence of
any significant difference between the acquiring and target firms for the
profit related variables and their growth. Ikeda and Do (1983), who tested
op on parameters such as profitability, efficiency, growth, and research
and development found that the financial performance in respect of prof-
itability was higher in the post-merger period. Scherer (1988) revealed
that most of the firms did not show significant improvement in long-
term profitability after m&as. Healy, Palepu and Ruback (1992) found
that the merged firms registered improvement in the post-merger op in
comparison to that of their industry peers, these increases from improve-
ments in asset productivity. Lee, Pamela and Gayle (1996) revealed that
the horizontal acquisitions showed the strongest predictive ability with
the variables such as long-term debt/total assets, long-term debt/market
value, market value/book value, and asset growth and sales growth show-
ing significance in the post-merger period. Rau and Vermaelon (1998)
found that the acquiring firms under-perform during the three years af-
ter m&as while tender offers earned a small but statistically significant
positive abnormal return. However, the long-term performance of ac-
quiring firms, due to m&as, is not uniform across the firms, which went
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for m&as. Pawaskar (2001) elucidated that the acquiring firms were at
the lower end in terms of growth, tax and liquidity of the industry, and
the target firms performed better than that of the industry in terms of
profitability.

Coontz (2004), in the study ‘Economic Impact of Corporate Mergers
and Acquisitions on Acquiring Firm Shareholder’ stated that the compa-
nies failed to perform well after mergers and acquisitions in all param-
eters understudy; the performance was different from different indus-
try; and the performance of company depends on the type of industry
in which mergers and acquisitions take place. Dubrovski (2005), in the
study ‘Restructuring and Business Reengineering in Integrative Process’
stated that restructuring has a more significant role for preventing crisis
and development, either as internal (organic) growth or growth by the
helping hand from partners, in comparison to acute crisis solving itself,
when measures having short-term positive effects take priority.

Martynova, Oosting and Renneboog (2006), in the paper ‘The Long
TermOperating Performance of EuropeanMergers andAcquisitions’ an-
alyzed the extent of European companies improved their profitability fol-
lowing the completion of takeover transactions of 155 European m&as
completed during 1997–2001 and found that the profitability of the com-
bined firm decreased significantly following the takeover. Means of pay-
ment, geographical scope and industry relatedness did not have signifi-
cant explanatory power on profitability. Companies with excessive cash
holdings are negatively related to performance while acquisitions of rel-
atively larger targets result in better profitability of the combined firm
subsequent to the takeover.

Mantravadi and Reddy (2007), in the study ‘Relative Size in Mergers
and Operating Performance: Indian Experience’ studied the impact of
mergers on the operating performance of acquiring corporate by exam-
ining some financial ratios of pre and post-merger periods of firms of
public limited and traded companies in India during 1991–2003. They
had found that there were minor variations in terms of the impact on
operating performance following mergers when the acquiring and ac-
quired firms are of different relative sizes as measured by market value of
equity.

Martynova, Oosting and Renneboog (2007) found that the acquiring
and target firms significantly outperformed the median peers in the in-
dustry prior to the takeovers event, but the profitability of the combined
firm decreased significantly following the takeover. Beena (2008) made a
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study on ‘Trends and Perspectives on Corporate Mergers in Contempo-
rary India’ and found that the performance of acquiring firms in 1990–
2005 was relatively better as compared to that of the Indian private cor-
porate manufacturing sector. However, the study did not find significant
evidence of improvement in their performance in terms of various pa-
rameters during the post-merger phase as compared to the pre-merger
period.

Sinha, Kaushik and Chaudhary (2010), in a study ‘Measuring Post
Merger and Acquisition Performance: An Investigation of Select Finan-
cial Sector Organizations in India’ found that more than half of themerg-
ing firms showed improved financial performance in the post-merger pe-
riod as compared to the pre-merger period; earnings available to equity
shareholders and debt-equity ratio showed a significant change in the
post-merger period. Srinivas (2010) revealed that the overall long-term
repaying capacity of the banks has been improved after the m&as and,
which is proved in the case of interest coverage ratio too.

Liargovas and Repousis (2011), in a study ‘The Impact of m&as on the
Performance of Greek Banking Sector: An Event Study Approach’ exam-
ined the impact of Greek m&as on the performance of Greek Banking
sector during 1996–2009 and rejected the ‘semi-strong form’ of Efficient
Market Hypothesis of the Athens stock exchange; found that bank m&as
have no impact and do not create wealth; the operating performance did
not improve following m&as. Azhagaiah and Sathishkumar (2011) found
that the m&as process has significant impact on the profitability of ac-
quiring firms in India after merger. Verma, Maji and Nair (2013) con-
cluded that the Indian banks, although small in number when compared
to their global counterparts, are taking great strides not only within the
continental shelf of India, but even beyond its borders too.

The previous studies, mostly, attempted to study the short-run impact,
say three years prior to and after the m&as period.Moreover,most of the
previous studies undertook almost similar research methods to evaluate
op in the pre-and post-merger periods. With these evidences and sup-
ports, the present study is an attempt to measure the impact of m&as on
the op in the long run, say five years prior to merger year and five years
after themerger year. The present paper attempts to overcome the limita-
tions of the previous studies by use of chow test. Hence, the present paper
aims at to fulfil the research gap in the existing literature in terms of two
dimensions, one – long-run impact, and the other – applying chow test
to analyse the shift-in-structure (impact) in the op due to m&as.
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Statement of the Problem and Significance of the Study
When a firm is merged with another or is acquired by the profit-making
firm, it benefits both the firms; hence, it is the order of the day that all
firms are interested in resorting to corporate restructuring in the name
of m&as. However, the question that often arises is whether all the firms
those are merged/acquired end up with increase in op? As some firms
end upwith a negative impact on op (Pawaskar 2001; Coontz 2004) after
m&as, the present paper is an attempt to seek answers to the stated ques-
tion by analysing the impact of m&as on op by studying 39 selected ac-
quiring manufacturing firms in India, which are listed in one of the lead-
ing Indian stock exchanges in India namely the Bombay Stock Exchange
which have undergone m&as in the same (relatedmerger) industry dur-
ing the financial year 2006–2007, and an attempt has been made to study
the op of the acquiring manufacturing firms in India in the long-run,
that is, during the period of five years before merger and five years af-
ter the merger, that is from 2002 to 2006, and from 2008 to 2012, hence
the period of the study is ten years (i. e., from 2002 to 2012; merger year
2006–2007 is not included).

Objectives and Hypotheses Developed for the Study
The motives behind the m&as are, naturally shareholders’ wealth max-
imization, profit maximization, and financial and operating risk mini-
mization. The present paper attempts to analyze the shift in structure
in the op of selected acquiring manufacturing firms of food industry
in India, which have adopted the m&as strategy. More specifically, the
present paper proposes

1. To analyze the effect of m&as on the attributes of operating perfor-
mance vs. gross earnings, liquidity, financial risk (financial leverage),
cost of utilization, turnover, growth, and operating leverage of acquir-
ing manufacturing firms in India; and

2. To study the shift-in-structure (improvement) in the operating per-
formance of acquiring manufacturing firms in India in the post-
merger period.

The present paper is attempted to estimate the op of acquiring man-
ufacturing firms in India in the post-merger period. The study has fur-
ther attempted to investigate and test if there is any significant change in
the results achieved by the acquiring manufacturing firms due to m&as.
Based on the objectives, the following hypotheses are developed:
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table 1 Number of Merger and Acquisitions in India, 2001–2012

Year () () Year () ()

–   –  

–   –  

–   –  

–   –  

–   –  

–  

notes Column headings are as follows: () announced m&as deals, () completed
m&as deals. Data compiled from prowess data-base provided by cmie.

h1
0 There is no significant impact of attributes of operating performance
vs. gross earnings, liquidity, financial risk (financial leverage), cost of
utilization, turnover, growth, as well as operating leverage on oper-
ating performance of acquiring manufacturing firms in India in the
post-merger period.

h2
0 There is no significant shift-in-structure in the operating perfor-
mance of acquiring manufacturing firms in India in the post-merger
period.

Research Methodology

data source and period of the study

The study used secondary sources of data, which were collected from
the capital market database called Centre for Monitoring Indian Econ-
omy Private Limited (Prowess cmie). Data on op for a period of five
years prior to the merger year and five years after the merger year for
each acquiringmanufacturing firmwere collected. Table 1 reveals that the
m&as is highest in number during 2006–2007 in terms of m&as deal
announcement (228) as well as m&as deal completed (179), hence the
sample units (firms) chosen are based on those firms that ventured in
to the m&as process during 2006–2007 only, and are considered for the
study for want of analysing the long-run impact of m&as on op, hence
the study period is restricted to 10 years ranging from 2002 to 2012 con-
sidering the year 2006–2007 as mid-year, i. e. the year of m&as.

Purposive multi-stage sampling technique is used and the different
stages followed are shown in table 2. The number of m&as held in the
manufacturing sector in India during 2006–2007 is shown in the table 3.
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table 2 Sampling Procedure

Stage 1 Total of 228 firms under the manufacturing and service industries had gone
into the m&as deal during the financial year 2006–2007.

Stage 2 Out of 228 firms, 179 firms only have completed m&as deal during the finan-
cial year 2006–2007.

Stage 3 Out of 179 firms, 39 firms were eliminated because they did subsequent
merger with another target firm in the same financial year, resulting in to
the number of firms to 140 for further stage.

Stage 4 Out of 140 firms, 75 firms fall under the manufacturing sector and remaining
65 firms fall under the service sector, hence 75 firms of manufacturing sector
only are taken into account for further stages.

Stage 5 Out of 75 firms, full-fledged data are available only for 39 firms of manufac-
turing sector.

Stage 6 Hence, the final sample comprises 39 acquiring manufacturing firms in India.

table 3 Sector-Wise Number of Merger and Acquisitions Held in the Manufacturing
Sector in India, 2006–2007

Industry () () ()

Food and Beverage   

Machinery   

Non-Metallic Mineral Products   

Chemicals   

Textiles   

Metals and Metal Products   

Transport Equipment   

Miscellaneous Manufacturing   

Total   

notes Columnheadings are as follows: () no. ofmergers (before elimination of subse-
quent m&as), () no. ofmergers (after elimination of subsequent m&as), () full-fledged
data available in the data source.

Research Methods for Analysis
The study used ‘factor analysis, correlation matrix, multiple regression
analysis, and the chow test.’ Factor analysis is used to analyse underlying
variables, or factors, that explain the pattern of correlations within a set of
observed variables. Correlation co-efficient is used to analyze one-to-one
relationship between the selected variables. Multiple regression analysis
has been used for estimating as to which part of the increase the merger
had impact, by use of various ratios for studying the op of the acquiring
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manufacturing firms in India. Further, chow test is used for studying the
shift-in-structure (improvement) in op due to m&as.

analysis of operating performance
The study used regression equation to estimate the determinants of op-
erating performance, say return on equity (roe) based on predictor (ex-
planatory) variables.

Response Variable
Return on equity (roe) is the response/criterion variable, which is ex-
pressed as a percentage. The roe is an indicator of firm’s profitability by
measuring the extent to which the profit is generated by the firmwith the
money invested by common stock owners. The higher the ratio, themore
is the management efficiency in utilizing its equity base and in turn, the
better return is to the investors. The op is measured through roe (Ca-
banda and Pascual 2007), and the selected predictor variables to mea-
sure the roe are gross earnings, liquidity, financial risk (financial lever-
age), cost of utilization, turnover, growth, and operating leverage.

Regression equation:

roe = α + β1ge + β2l + β3fr + β4cu + β5t + β6g + β7ol + e, (1)

where roe is return on equity, ge gross earnings, l liquidity, fr fi-
nancial risk, cu cost of utilization, t turnover, g growth, ol operating
leverage, α regression constant, β1, β2, . . . , β7 regression coefficients and
e error term.

Predictor Variables
The selected predictor variables are gross earnings (ge), liquidity (l), fi-
nancial risk (financial leverage) (fr), cost of utilization (cu), turnover
(t), growth (g), and operating leverage (ol).

indication of chow test
The shift-in-structure in respect of op has been studied with the help of
Chow test. The chow test (Chow 1960) was designed to analyze the same
variables obtained in two different data sets to determine if they were
similar enough to be pooled together. The method, however, could be
used to determine if two regression lines are different from one another
(Lee 2008a; 2008b). The Chow test for parameter stability confirms that
there was a structural change in the estimating equation, and the Chow
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test models clearly indicate that for all series under examination, the null
hypothesis ofmore than one structural break time can be rejected (Allaro,
Kassa and Hundie 2011).

The impact of m&as on the op of acquiring manufacturing firms in
India is studied through its structural changes and its impact on the ac-
quiring firms of manufacturing sector in India. For this purpose, the pe-
riod of study has been divided in to two sub-periods – pre-merger period,
from 2002–2006 and post-merger period, from 2008–2012. The firms,
which had gone in to the m&as process during the financial year 2006–
2007 only are considered for the study for want of analysing long-run
impact of m&as on op. The test statistic is as follows:

F =
rssw−rssg+rssj

k
rssg−rssj
n1+n2−2k

. (2)

This is distributed as Fwith k and n1+n2−2k degrees of freedom,where
F is the test statistic, rssw residual sum of squares for the whole sample
(restricted model), rssg residual sum of squares for the pre-merger sub-
sample, rssj residual sum of squares for the post-merger sub-sample, n
number of observations, k number of regressors (including the intercept
term) in each unrestricted sub-sample regression and 2k number of re-
gressors in both unrestricted sub-sample regressions (whole sample).

Analysis and Discussion

The selected variables are rotated through Varimax with Kaiser Normal-
ization method extracted using principal component analysis and seven
major predictor factors are identified and they are interlinked, which are
shown in table 4 that the first factor (gpr (0.875), cpr (0.861), ebit_sr
(0.842), npr (0.835), opr (0.821), and r_ltfr (0.680)) is gross earn-
ings, which is denoted as ge. The second factor (qr (0.826), wc_sr
(0.796), wc_tar (0.743), and cr (0.657)) is liquidity, which is termed
as l. The third factor (pr (0.870) and td_tar (–0.848)) is financial risk
(financial leverage), which is denoted as fr. The fourth factor (rm_sr (–
0.695), s&ac_sr (0.686), p&f_sr (0.671), and ec_sr (0.525)) is cost of
utilization, which is termed as cu. The fifth factor (itr (0.897) and str
(0.893)) is turnover, which is termed as t. The sixth factor (goebitr
(0.826), gopr (0.778), and gofar (0.488)) is growth, which is termed
as g, and the seventh and the final factor (nfa_nwr (0.810) and tl_nwr
(0.740)) is operating leverage, which is termed as ol.
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The predictor variables in the first factor, viz., gpr (0.875), and cpr
(0.861); in the third factor, viz., pr (0.870), and in the fifth factor, viz.,
itr (0.897) and str (0.893) are found to be highly significant dominat-
ing in the factor (VarimaxwithKaiserNormalizationmethod). The Eigen
values 5.089, 2.847, 2.501, 1.865, 1.569, 1.464, and 1.219, respectively, for
the factors 1 to 7 are > 1 hence, the study analyzed these seven predictor
factors in the pre-and post-merger periods in respect of op (roe) and
found that these factors are significant in the post-merger period.

Analysis of Determinants of Operating Performance
in Pre-Merger Period

Correlation analysis is used to study one-to-one relationship between
the selected predictor factors (ge, l, fr, cu, t, g, and ol) and the de-
tails are shown in table 5, which reveals that factors, viz., ge, fr, and
g have significant positive relationship with roe (0.5230.01, 0.1680.05,
and 0.1460.05) at 1 and 5 level respectively, while factors, viz., l
and cu have significant negative relationship with roe (−0.2070.01 and
−0.2210.01) at 1 level. However, factors vs. t and ol do not show any
significant positive/negative relationship with roe.

The results of regression analysis of m&as on pre-merger op as well
as post-merger op are presented in table 6. The results reveal that the fac-
tors ge, fr, and g have significant positive beta coefficient (6.7380.01,
1.9900.05, and 4.8440.01) on roe at 1 and 5 level respectively, while
the factors viz. l and ol have significant negative beta coefficient
(−2.2020.05 and −1.5730.05) on roe at 5 level however, the factors vs.
cu and t did not show any significant positive/negative beta coefficient.
The R2 and adjusted R2 is 0.398 and 0.375 respectively, and the critical
value of F (df , 7, 187) is 17.6470.01, which is significant at 1 level, re-
veals that the selected predictor variables affected the op of acquiring
manufacturing firms in India in the pre-merger period too.

Analysis of Determinants of Operating Performance
in Post-merger Period

The correlation matrix of factors of op (see table 7) for the post-merger
period shows that factors, viz., ge, fr, and g have significant positive
relationship with roe (0.5110.01, 0.2500.01, and 0.2370.01) while factor
ol has a significant negative relationship with roe (−0.2830.01) at 1
level. However, factors viz., l, cu, and t donot show any significant pos-
itive/negative relationship with roe.
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table 4 Results of Factor Analysis of Predictor Variables of the Impact of m&as
on the Operating Performance (roe) of Acquiring Manufacturing Firms
in India, 2001–2012

() () () Components

      

ge . gpr . –. . . . . .

cpr . . . . . –. –.

ebit_sr . . . . –. . .

npr . . . –. . . .

opr . –. –. . . . .

R_ltfr . –. . –. . . –.

l . qr . . . –. . . –.

wc_sr . . –. . –. –. –.

wc_tar –. . . –. –. . .

cr . . . . . –. .

fr . pr . . . . . . .

td_tar . . –. . –. . .

cu . rm_sr –. . . –. –. . .

s&ac_sr . . . . . . –.

p&f_sr . –. –. . . –. .

ec_sr –. –. . . –. . –.

T . itr . –. . . . . –.

str . –. . . . . –.

G . goebitr . . . –. . . .

gopr . . –. –. . . –.

gofar –. –. . . . . .

ol . nfa_nwr –. . . –. –. –. .

tl_nwr . . –. –. –. . .

notes Column headings are as follows: () factors, () eigen value, () variable con-
vergence.

The results of regression analysis on the op of (see table 6) post-
merger period reveals that the factor ge has a significant positive beta
coefficient (8.1240.01) on roe at 1 level; which infers that the acquir-
ing manufacturing firms gain more profit by optimum utilization of the
available resources in the post-merger period. The factor l has a sig-
nificant negative beta coefficient (−1.8630.01) on roe at 1 level, which
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table 5 Correlation Matrix of Selected Predictor Factors with Operating
Performance (roe) for Pre-Merger Period (2001–2006) of Acquiring
Manufacturing Firms in India

roe ge l fr cu t g ol

roe 

ge .**
(.)



l –.**
(.)



fr .*
(.)



cu –.**
(.)

–.*
(.)



t –.*
(.)



g .*
(.)

–.*
(.)



ol 

notes Compiled and edited from the financial statements of selected firms listed-
cmie-prowess package. ** Significant at  level. * Significant at  level.

infers that the acquiring manufacturing firms are able to pay their debts
as and when they are due after the merger period. The factor fr has a
significant positive beta coefficient (4.3850.01) on roe at 1 level; which
implies that fr of the acquiring manufacturing firms, in relying on the
borrowings, is significantly affected by their m&as activity; therefore,
the acquiring manufacturing firms are able to repay their external liabil-
ities in the post-merger period. The factor cu has a significant negative
beta coefficient (−2.9190.01) on roe at 1 level, which implies that the
acquiringmanufacturing firms are able to improve operating efficiency in
respect of cu and are also able to control the expenses in the post-merger
period.

The factor g has a significant positive beta coefficient (2.5640.01) on
roe at 1 level, which implies that the acquiring manufacturing firms
are able to increase g after merger and it also infers that they are able to
use their internal resources to the maximum extent to maximize profit.
The factor ol has a significant negative beta coefficient (−4.5160.01) on
roe at 1 level, which implies that the acquiring manufacturing firms
are able to reduce their ol after merger period by way of reducing the
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table 6 Results of Multiple Regression of Selected Predictor Factors on Operating
Performance (roe) of Acquiring Manufacturing Firms in India for
Pre-Merger (2001–2006) and Post-Merger (2007–2012) Periods

Variable Un-standardized coefficients beta value

Pre-merger Post-merger

β t-value P-value β t-value P-value

(Constant) roe . . . . . .

Gross Earnings . . .** . . .**

Liquidity –. –. .* –. –. .**

Financial Risk (Leverage) . . .* . . .**

Cost of Utilization –. –. . –. –. .**

Turnover . . . –. –. .

Growth . . .** . . .**

Operating Leverage –. –. .* –. –. .**

R2 . .

Adjusted R2 . .

F .** .**

Degrees of Freedom , ,

Number of Observations  

notes Compiled and edited from the financial statements of selected firms listed-
cmie-prowess package. ** Significant at  level. * Significant at  level

total liability relative to their net worth, while the factor t does not show
any significant positive/negative beta coefficient on roe; hence, h1

0 is re-
jected in respect of factors vs. ge, fr, and g (+ve), l, cu, and ol (−ve).,

The R2 and adjusted R2 of the regression analysis for the post-merger
period is 0.525 and 0.507 respectively and the critical value of F (df , 7, 187)
29.4730.01 is significant at 1 level, which implies that the test statistic
(29.4730.01) for post-merger period > 99 critical value (2.64) of F-test,
F-value, being significant at 1 level, the analysis implies that there is a
significant impact of most of the selected explanatory variables on the op
hence, it is possible to reject the (h1

0) null hypothesis.

Impact of Merger and Acquisitions on Operating Performance –
Application of Chow Test

The result of the chow test (see table 8) reveals that the F-value (2.790.01)
is greater than the F limit (2.51) at 1 level for df . 8, 374, hence, h2

0 is
rejected, which implies that the acquiring manufacturing firms have a
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table 7 Correlation Matrix of Selected Predictor Factors with Operating
Performance (roe) for Post-Merger Period (2007–2012) of Acquiring
Manufacturing Firms in India

roe ge l fr cu t g ol

roe 

ge .**
(.)



l 

fr .**
(.)



cu .*
(.)



t 

g .**
(.)



ol –.**
(.)



notes Compiled and edited from the financial statements of selected firms listed-
cmie-prowess package. ** Significant at  level. * Significant at  level.

table 8 Results of Chow Test for Structural Shift in Operating Performance between
Pre-and Post-Merger Periods of Acquiring Manufacturing Firms in India

Sum of square residuals () () () () ()

() () ()

. . .   .** ,  F. .*

notes Column headings are as follows: () whole sample, () pre-merger period, ()
post-merger period, () number of parameters estimated, () number of observations,
() F-value, () degrees of fredom, () F-limit. Computed results from the regression
analysis. * For V1 = 8, V2 = 374). ** Significant at  level. * Significant at  level.

highly significant shift-in-structure (improvement positively) in respect
of op in the post-merger period at 1 level.

Conclusions and Policy Prescriptions
The study examined the op of acquiring manufacturing firms in In-
dia using factor analysis, correlation coefficient, regression analysis, and
Chow test to study if there is a significant shift in the op of acquiring
manufacturing firms in the post-merger period based on the annual fi-
nancial data spanning the years from 2002–2012, for a period of five years
prior to the merger (2002–2006) and five years after the merger (2008–
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table 9 Summary of the Status of Hypotheses Developed on Operating Performance

Hypotheses Overall results

h1
0 There is no significant impact of gross earnings (ge) of acquiring

manufacturing firms in India on roe after m&as.
+ve**

rejected

h1
0 There is no significant impact of liquidity (L)of acquiring manufac-

turing firms in India on roe after m&as.
−ve**

rejected

h1
0 There is no significant impact of financial risk (leverage) (fr) of

acquiring manufacturing firms in India on roe after m&as.
+ve**

rejected

h1
0 There is no significant impact of cost of utilization (cu) of acquiring

manufacturing firms in India on roe after m&as.
−ve**

rejected

h1
0 There is no significant impact of turnover (t) of acquiring manufac-

turing firms in India on roe after m&as.
accepted

h1
0 There is no significant impact of growth (g) of acquiring manufac-

turing firms in India on roe after m&as.
+ve**

rejected

h1
0 There is no significant impact of operating leverage (ol) of acquiring

manufacturing firms in India on roe after m&as.
−ve**

rejected

h2
0 There is no significant shift in structure in the operating perfor-

mance (roe) of acquiring manufacturing firms in India in the post-
merger period.

+ve**
rejected

notes Regression analysis and chow test analysis. ** Significant at 1 level.

2012) for each of the acquiring manufacturing firm in India. The study
is carried out with a sample of 39 acquiring manufacturing firms, which
had gone in to the m&as process during the financial year 2006–2007,
only for the simple reason that the number of m&as was the highest in
2006–2007 in the recent past decade, and also for want of analysing the
long-run impact of m&as on op in the post-merger period.

The results of the overall analysis reveal that the impact of explana-
tory factors vs. ge, fr, and g on roe is found to have highly signifi-
cant positive beta coefficient, while that of the factors viz., l, cu, and
ol on roe is found to have significant negative beta coefficient at 1
level. However, the factor t on roe does not show any significant im-
pact. The Chow test F-value (2.79) > F-limit (2.51) at 1 level, which
implies that the acquiring manufacturing firms have significant shift-in-
structure (improvement positively) in respect of op in the post-merger
period. The status of hypotheses developed and results on operating per-
formance (roe) of acquiring manufacturing firms in India are shown in
tables 9 and 10.

Hence, the study supports the findings of the existing research stud-
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table 10 Summary of Results of Regression and Chow Test for Selected Financial
Predictor Factors on Operating Performance (roe) of Acquiring
Manufacturing Firms in India for Pre-Merger (2001–2006) and
Post-Merger (2007–2012) Periods

Factors Pre-merger Post-merger

Gross earnings ** **

Liquidity * **

Financial risk (financial leverage) * **

Cost of utilization ns **

Turnover ns ns

Growth ** **

Operating leverage * **

F-value (regression) ** **

Chow test ** **

notes ** Significant at 1 level. * Significant at 5 level. ns – not significant. Com-
puted from the regression analysis.

ies (Long and Young 2007; Vanitha and Selvam 2007; Azhagaiah and
Sathishkumar 2011; Azhagaiah and Sathishkumar 2012b) that the m&as
process has significant (shift) effect on op of the acquiring manufactur-
ing firms in India after m&as.

Based on the inference, the following suggestions are put forth, which
may help policy prescriptions to improve the op of acquiring manufac-
turing firms in the post-merger period.

The factor l has a significant negative beta coefficient with roe, im-
plying that the acquiring manufacturing firms have the capacity to pay
their debts as and when they are due after m&as; however the nega-
tive l position will enable decrease the profit as well as the shareholders’
wealth, hence the acquiring manufacturing firms should concentrate sig-
nificantly more on to reduce their debt funds to increase the efficiency of
the owners’ fund say the equity holders.

The factor t did not show any significant impact on roe. As t is con-
cerned, it is an established fact that sales has a direct relationship with
the performance of the firms i. e. higher sales means more production,
which is undoubtedly the result of the best possible utilization of phys-
ical sources, i. e., material, machine, and active participation of human
resource. Therefore, the acquiring manufacturing firms should use their
physical sources to the maximum extent as well.
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The study is mainly based on secondary data and is restricted to the
acquiringmanufacturing firms in India comprising food& beverage,ma-
chinery, non-metallicmineral product, chemical, textiles, metals &metal
product, transport equipment, and miscellaneous categories. The firms,
which originally went in for the m&as process during 2006–2007, and
subsequently entered in to m&as process with some other firms are ig-
nored in the study for the simple reason that it requires a further attempt
to explore the impact of m&as on op of firms in a series of m&as pro-
cess over a series of period.

The study consists of op of the acquiring manufacturing firms in In-
dia, leaving scope for further studies with the similar objectives with ref-
erence to other sectors like banking and financial and non-financial firms
too. The present study has used roe only as a measure to study the op
of acquiringmanufacturing firms in India. Hence, further studies may be
conducted using the responding variable, return on assets (roa), return
on sales (ros), return on profit (rop) etc. tomeasure the op of acquiring
firms in the post-merger period.

The present study has studied the impact of m&as on op of acquiring
manufacturing firms in India in the post-merger period. Hence, further
studies may be conducted to analyse the impact of m&as on sharehold-
ers’ wealth (sw) in the post-merger period of acquiring manufacturing
firms in India.

The topic consists of op of the acquiring manufacturing firms in In-
dia therefore, there is further scope to do similar research studies, but
of course with other variables like modes of payment, types of mergers,
friendly or hostile, etc. Further studies may also be conducted using data
of other countries or to be more representative, cross country merger
deals/worldwide merger deals data may as well be considered. Addition-
ally, weekly data, monthly data or quarterly data may also be used against
the use of the annual data that has been applied in this paper, especially to
explore the longer-term impact of m&as on the operating performance
(roe).
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